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Testimonial from a Seller Family Trust Executor 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
My family was in a time critical crises situation involving a central Scottsdale commercial property with a pending 
foreclosure trustee’s sale less than 3 weeks out.  We contacted Jeff Cline with what we felt was a relatively hopeless 
situation. Our note had been purchased by a new note holder who appeared to want the property to go to foreclosure 
sale.  
 
Jeff offered to help us out, and even prior to engaging in any sort of contract, he dove into our problem, spending 
significant time helping us out with potentially no financial incentive to him. After discussing all the possible 
outcomes and the necessary work involved it became clear that any positive outcome would require a herculean effort. Jeff 
listed our property for sale and pursued investors with an alternative option of resolving our default situation.  
 
An offer was made on our property at what we believed was far below the value of our property, but due to the situation, 
we felt we had little choice in the matter. Jeff’s extensive experience in the Scottsdale market led him to believe a 
counter-offer was still required, even with the extremely limited time available, regardless of the fact that there was no 
further financial incentive in the particular scenario as far as he was concerned to pursue more equity for us.  Jeff also 
continued to work on bringing back-up contracts to the table in case this deal fell through. 
 
 After Jeff’s intensive communication with the potential buyer, his agent, the title office, myself, my 82 year old father, who 
resides in a distant state in a town with a population of less than 300 and with extremely limited internet or fax access, my 
father’s assistant, two attorney’s offices affiliated with our family, and other potential buyers, Jeff made the seemingly 
impossible happen. He managed to assist in obtaining thousands more than the initial offer with no additional 
incentive to him. He succeeded in opening, negotiating extremely reduced due diligence time frames, and closing 
escrow on our $1+ million dollar commercial property in TWELVE DAYS!  
 
To top off his "above and beyond" efforts for our family - again at no additional incentive to him and after the deal was 
already done, he collected final rents from our tenants and assisted in the coordination of removal of a derelict vehicle off 
the property. 
 
To state that I would recommend him as an agent is beyond an understatement. His knowledge of critical transaction 
requirements combined with his talent for dealing with diverse people and his ethical standards has led our family to 
consider him a close friend and ally.  

 
“I wouldn't want anyone else other than Jeff Cline in our corner.” 

$1,900,000 
 

Premium Old Town Retail & 
Office Building 

Downtown (Old Town) 
Scottsdale, AZ. 

SOLD in              
12 Day’s! 
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About Caliber Companies – Caliber was ranked in 2014 by the INC. 500. 
 
Commercial & Residential Real Estate. The Caliber Realty Group - Commercial [CCRE+] features top 
industry professionals with both general and niche experience. The agents are accountable and use the 
industry’s top marketing and asset analysis technology for both acquisition and disposition clients. The Caliber 
service, communication and client representation is unsurpassed in the Arizona market place. 
 
+ Wealth Development. Caliber seeks out investment, joint venture and debt opportunities with strategic 
relationships to grow the Company’s investment base. Residential, commercial and hospitality assets grow the 
investment fund with high return cash flow. 
 
+ Construction.  Caliber’s residential and commercial construction team optimizes returns for investors by 
overseeing all aspects of construction operations to ensure timely and cost-efficient completion. 
 
+ Property & Portfolio Management. Caliber provides a highly experienced team of managers, accountants, 
and leasing agents throughout the Greater Phoenix area. Residential, commercial or hospitality owner clients 
have full and complete access to the entire Caliber team. 
 
INC. 500 Awards. The INC. 500 ranking is a prestigious list of the nation's most successful 
private companies has become the hallmark of entrepreneurial success. The Inc. 500 ranks 
the fastest-growing companies by industry, metro area, revenue, and number of employees. 
Caliber’s most recent three year 1,100%+ annual growth ranked #404 national and part of 
the top 3% in Arizona. 
 
About Jeff Cline. 
 
Jeff Cline’s expertise includes commercial real estate leasing, marketing and selling. Commercial property 
segments include multi-family apartments, condominiums, high-rise, office buildings, 
industrial / warehouse, retail shopping centers, technology buildings. Jeff has developed 
an extensive digital and conventional marketing program to help buyers and sellers 
market and track their real estate transaction. The real estate marketing super bundle 
includes a custom and client specific property phone/tablet APP with a password 
protected transaction portal. All of the client’s documents are convenient and easy to 
access on a mobile device or desktop computer. The past 35+ years, Jeff has personally been involved as a 
principal in $2+ billon of commercial real estate, construction and funding transactions. Jeff leads the Caliber 
Realty Group Commercial team with integrity and professionalism. Contact Jeff Cline at Caliber Realty Group - 
Commercial [CCRE+] at 480-442-8395 or Jeff.Cline@CaliberCo.com. 
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Here about the INC 500 
from Caliber Founders 

Chris Loeffler and 
Jennifer & Donnie 

Schrader. 

Scan the QR Tag 
with your 

smartphone to view 
the video. 


